Annex B(i) - Online questionnaire responses Q4
What do you like most about Fossgate?
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Responses
I like the relaxed atmosphere when there are no cars or trucks there.
Also the independent shops and cafes. It feels like my
"neighbourhood" when I walk or cycle along there. My work is very
nearby and we were made to feel very welcome when we arrived last
year.
Very pretty street, interesting shops and cafes
Walking over the bridge up the street.
Independents
Boutique shops and cafes (i.e., not chain stores)
It has some nice coffee shops and is a place where individual shops
and businesses can thrive
It’s fine as it is.
Plenty of independent shops/cafes.
Character and history.
nothing at the moment it looks very unkept
Unique character created by diverse local businesses
It's 'closed in' look is a classic York look for shopping streetr, a bit like
Shambles. There are several independents down there that it is good
to look at.
The small independent shops
independent range of shops restaurants and bars
The Blue Bell
Fossgate Festival, the Blue Bell pub and restaurants.
Unique atmosphere
The pubs
the small local cafes and bars

Tags

Few vehicles, Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe, Atmosphere

Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
Independent
Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
Independent, Restaurant/Cafe

Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe

Independent, Architecture
Independent, Shops
Bar/Pub, Independent, Shops
Bar/Pub
Bar/Pub, Restaurant/Cafe
Atmosphere
Bar/Pub
Bar/Pub, Restaurant/Cafe
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The range of businesses there and it's bohemian feel.
Independent bars
Brew York
A beautiful old street with interesting independent shops and not too
much traffic.
Community feeling
It's old buildings
Variety of shops, mostly small independent businesses,feels a
coherent area
The community spirit
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The feel and diversity of the street and it's independent businesses
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It has lots of independent businesses and it's quite charming and has
fewer cars so more pleasant to walk on.
The brilliant choice of independent shops and eateries.
Mix of shops
The charm of its old buildings, mix and vibrancy of independent shops
and cafes and the fact that it is one of the better streets in York to
hang out in without too much traffic - but it could be so much better.
The cafes, independent shops, unique sense of place, alleyway
connections, and bridge
Close to city centre - but not part of city centre; still retaining it's own
character.

Atmosphere
Independent
Few vehicles, Independent
Community
Architecture
Independent
Community
Independent
Few vehicles, Independent
Independent, Shops
Shops
Few vehicles, Independent, Architecture, Restaurant/Cafe

Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
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Independent catering outlets with a Hackney (happening) buzzy feel.

Independent
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It is a pleasant street to walk through with little traffic
character and impressive bridge and vantage point
The independent shops, the small size of most of the drinking venues
which means it is less attractive to large groups of intimidating drunks
like hens, stags and racegoers
the independent shops and cafes. The buildings and the cobbles
character of the buildings
Historic street. Interesting shops.

Few vehicles
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Independent
Independent, Shops, Architecture, Restaurant/Cafe
Architecture
Shops
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The independents and the vibrancy

Independent
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It's beautiful array of buildings, each with their own individual style and
representing hundreds of years of architectural development.

Architecture
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The community feel, independent business and the appearance of the
street.
The diverse range of shops and bars and food places, It has an
independent feel to it with few national retailers on the street.
Lively but not annoying
N/A
Good independent shops and cafes. Small number of cars.

Few vehicles, Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
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The mix of restaurants, cafes and shops. It has a good vibe about it.

Bar/Pub, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
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Good selection of shops, Fossgate street parties are excellent.
Atmoshhere
Range of shops and my hairdresser down there

Shops
Atmosphere
Shops
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Independent shops, cafes and restaurants and general ambience.

Independent, Restaurant/Cafe, Atmosphere
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The electic mix of shops, bars and cafes, many of which are
independant.
the shops and leisure facilities.
The area has improved over the past 4 years and attracted a number
of new businesses.
Independent shops
The mix of independent small businesses.

Community, Independent
Bar/Pub, Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
Atmosphere

Bar/Pub, Independent, Shops, Restaurant/Cafe
Shops

Independent, Shops
Independent

